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Introduction
Context

Project = design a forest simulator in Virtual Reality (VR).

VR = many informations possible mismatch between visual & verbal information.

Our experimentation = test different temporal latencies between auditory and visual information.

Goal : evaluate the impact of this gap on learning and optimize our simulator.

Previous research

Temporal Contiguity between auditory and visual information in MultiMedia Learning = few research & mixed
results.
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Baggett (1984)

Latency =
7s, 14s or 21s

7s and more = 
detrimental for learning.

Mayerhoff & Huff
(2016)

latency = 
3s, 3,5s or 4s 

No effect.

Xie, Mayer & al. 
(2019) 

Latency =

3s

Detrimental for learning.

Short animations

Our study = a complete lesson in class.
 new latencies ( 2 seconds, e.g. inferior to the previous research) 
 contiguity principle applied to Virtual Reality.



Phase 1 : pretests

- Spatial ability test.

- Verbal working memory span test

- MCQ about the lesson topic  prior

knowledge (36 Q°)

Method
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83 children (43 F & 40M) , 12 years

French middle school.

Lesson topic : organic matter decomposition.

Phase 2 : test + posttests

- Video : 12 min 

- Mismatch between sound and 

image :

- Text/picture correspondance

- MCQ (the same as in the pretest)

group 1 
-6s

Group 2  

-2s

Group 3 
Synchro

Group 4 

+2s

Group 5 

+6s



Results : 
MCQ test
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- Best results in synchronized mode : temporal contiguity.

- Asymmetry of shift effects : learning is less disrupted when the image is presented before 

the oral explanation.

(-2/0) :  F(4,78) = 7,96 ; p= 0,004

(-6/0) : F (4, 78) = 17, 1 ; p= < 0,001 

Homogeneous groups in pre-tests : ( F(4,78)= 0,37 ; p = 0,83)



Results : 
narration /picture
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3 types of answers: 

- the expected choice

- the non-expected choice

- integrated answer

- Synchronized condition mainly chosen (F (4,78) = 30.20, p < .001) but less chosen for 

latency condition groups (F (2,156) =107, 6, p < .001). 

- asymmetry between -6, -2 and +6, +2 in the choice of the participant’s correct condition 

(F(8,156) = 6.71, p <.001).



Conclusion

Our results are in agreement and extend those of Xie,Mayer & al. (2019). 

Multimedia learning = better when animation is presented before the spoken explanation.

 It would be easier to keep the image in working memory for future verbal information matching.

We are currently replicating this experiment with a larger sample and analyzing eye 

movements. 

Then it will be possible to test temporal contiguity in immersive VR. 

 + optimize our forest simulator
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Thank you for your attention
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